
 

 

 

11/13/19 

Dear 5th Grade Families, 
It is hard to believe the Thanksgiving Break is 
already upon us! This year has been flying by 
so quickly! We have had a very eventful and 
productive beginning months of school. 
 
 
Language Arts 
Already this year we have done quite a bit of 
reading and writing. In writing, we have 
touched on all three purposes (narrative, 
persuasive, and informative) and have been 
putting extra emphasis on sentence structure. 
 
In reading, we have read and analyzed a 
combination of fiction and nonfiction texts: 
Walk Two Moons, Animal Cells, Plant Cells, 
Volcanos, Rats Around Us, Keep On, & The 
Boy Who Love Words. Most recently, we will 
start The Watson’s Go to Birmingham and we 
will have the opportunity to watch the movie to 
compare and contrast the two. 
 
 
Math 
In math, we have covered and are continuing 
to work on both whole number and decimal 
operations. After this  we will be moving 
forward with work with fractions. Please make 
sure your children continue to use DreamBox, 
Zearn, and Khan Academy to help them 
become increasingly comfortable with these 
skills. 
 

 
Science 
We have just finished up with matter and are in 
the beginnings of astronomy. Everyone is over 
the moon with excitement! 
 
 
Social Studies 
In social studies we have been spending some 
time learning civics, looking at how our 
government is set up.  In addition we have 
been looking at primary and secondary 
sources.  Coming soon, the American Civil 
War. 
 
 
Class Incentives 
So far, we have been fortunate enough to have 
many different class incentives, specifically for 
5th grade. In November students participated in 
a competitive game of kickball with the 
teacher. Stay tuned for the fun activities that 
we have planned! 
 
 
Congratulations 
Another congratulations to all students who 
have received Kindness Awards in October. 
This monthly award will continue into the new 
year- we will continue to be on the lookout for 
random acts of kindness towards peers and 
staff! 



 

 

 
 


